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The Zijin Chamber of Commerce dispatched these sectarian forces to believe that it 
was the Taiyi Chamber of Commerce who had defeated King Xiaoyao and Bailian 
Tianzong before. 

The masters of the ancestors of Taiyi were full of doubts when they heard the words. 
They gathered from many branches to stand by, and the first stop was Longyang City. 

“What are these people talking about?” 

This doubt appeared in the minds of the masters of the Taiyi God Group. 

The person in charge of the Taiyi God Group immediately sent a letter to Wei Shuyang 
to ask what was going on, and at the same time explained the situation of Longyang 
City. 

“Those people thought that our Taiyi Chamber of Commerce succeeded?” 

Wei Shuyang didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, Levi Garrison had already killed 
Wang Xiaoyao’s army and Bailian Tianzong with one person and one beast, throwing 
away their armor and fleeing in embarrassment. 

It’s just that everyone in the Taiyi God Group never thought that it was Levi Garrison 
and Lei Kirin  who killed the two armies. 

So Wei Shuyang passed on the situation here, but suddenly found that there was no 
response for a long time after the message was sent. 

No matter how the message was sent, the Taiyi God Group did not respond. 

Of course, Wei Shuyang wasn’t worried about what would happen. The army of eight 
hundred Taiyi gods was not just kidding. 

No matter which sect has to deal with such a large team of masters, it will not easily tear 
its face. 

In fact, as Wei Shuyang had expected, the Zijin Chamber of Commerce army did not 
rashly attack the powerhouses of the Taiyi God Group. 

Although these sects are all employed by the Zijin Chamber of Commerce, no matter 
which sect is singled out and pays the 800 Taiyi God group powerhouses, there is no 
certainty of victory. 



It may even be counter-killed, and even if it wins in the end, it will pay a heavy price. 

“As long as the powerhouses of the Taiyi God Group are left here and don’t support the 
bandits, the goal will be achieved.” 

After discussion, everyone left Xingchen Haidian and Heijia Tianjun to take care of the 
800 strong people of the Taiyi God Group in Longyang City. 

As for other sect forces, they all attacked the Xingyue Divine Sect. 

The latter did not dare to act rashly because the two major forces were eyeing the 
Longyang City Branch. 

It’s just that the powerhouses couldn’t contact Wei Shuyang anyway, which made them 
realize the special situation. 

It must be that the Zijin Chamber of Commerce interfered with the communication tool 
and cut off the communication between the two parties. 

In this way, the powerhouses of the Taiyi God Group are even more afraid to leave 
Longyang City easily. 

But for them, as long as they can hold back some of the Zijin Chamber of Commerce’s 
strength, it can be regarded as a change of direction to support Levi Garrison. 

The Zijin Chamber of Commerce, led by the six top sects, Anyan Pavilion, Holy Spirit 
Academy, Tianyuan Sword Sect, Zhanhu Clan, Dayan Shengzhai, and Longhu Temple, 
attacked the Xingyue Shenzong mightily. 

Hundreds of cloud boats roared away and soon reached the periphery of the main 
rudder of the Xingyue Divine Sect. 

The powerhouses of the various sects set up their camps, and they established their 
own defensive formations, preparing for a half-day repair and then launching a general 
attack. 

The war is about to break out, and the main area is full of chills. 

The Xingyue Divine Sect also got the message long ago, and Mu Rongwanqing sent out 
countless eyeliners, and if there was any abnormality, they would send a message to 
the helm. 

“Sect Master, the sect sent by the Zijin Chamber of Commerce is too strong this time, 
so be cautious!” 

Mu Rong Wanqing persuaded as tactfully as possible. 



Wei Shuyang also echoed: “The six top sects, such as the Dark Flame Pavilion and the 
Holy Spirit Academy, are no less powerful than the Hundred Refinements Heavenly 
Sect.” 

“Especially the three major sects of Zhanhu Clan, Dayan Shengzhai, and Longhu 
Temple are even stronger. It is indeed not to be underestimated!” 

Levi Garrison waved his hand and said lightly, “It’s okay, it’s just a group of ants.” 

“This……” 

Everyone was speechless. 

Although Levi Garrison has shown super strength before, everyone still thinks that he is 
a little arrogant. 

Quantitative changes can lead to qualitative changes, especially since the “quality” of 
these top sects is very high, and the combined power can be imagined. 

“You two will join me in the battle to kill the enemy!” 

Levi Garrison waved to Murong Qingxue and the two girls. 
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Murong Qingxue and Gongsun Yueying were a little surprised. They had no idea that Levi 

Garrison would call him in this situation. 

Facing the siege of many top sectarian forces, even Gongsun Yueying, who was born in the 

Temple of Sun and Moon Divine Fire, was very nervous. 

You must know that any one of the six major sects headed by the other party can instantly 

kill the Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple. 

“The elites of the six sects are all out, can I really handle it?” 

Gongsun Yueying questioned deeply in her heart. 

https://t.me/theamazingsoninlaw


Murong Qingxue was even more suspicious of herself because she was “from a humble 

background”, even her legs were trembling slightly. 

Levi Garrison reminded with a smile, “Have you forgotten the magic weapon?” 

Gongsun Yueying and the two daughters suddenly realized, and the nervousness on their 

faces eased a lot. 

Levi Garrison had asked the two women to choose a quasi-magic weapon as a weapon in 

the Dragon Burial Valley, but now it can finally come in handy. 

“Wow!” 

At this moment, Lei Kirin ‘s low roar came. 

Obviously, it was a stern protest against Levi Garrison for not being the first to call on him 

under the opportunity of appearing in front of such an excellent person. 

“Xiao Lei, how can I forget you at such a time? All good shows are the finale, right?” 

Levi Garrison’s words immediately made Lei Kirin  smile, but the terrifying lion face smiled 

more like a devil crying. 

“Xiao Lei remember, don’t let one go this time, show your greatest strength.” 

Levi Garrison added. 

Lei Kirin  raised his front hooves and patted the scales on his front chest, making a clear 

sound, like a human patted his chest for protection, and let out a few high-pitched sounds. 

“let’s go!” 

Levi Garrison waved his hand, and the three and one beast walked straight towards the city 

head. 

“Mr. Ye, what about us?” 

Wei Shuyang asked hurriedly. 



Levi Garrison’s voice then came: “You guys can watch the play at the top of the city!” 

“Watch… watch the play!” 

Wei Shuyang and the other Taiyi Chamber of Commerce strongmen twitched their mouths 

neatly, very embarrassing! 

They came all the way to help, but no one thought that they would become spectators. 

This wave of favors is too easy, right? 

Led by Levi Garrison, three people and one beast floated down under the city and walked 

straight towards the Zijin Chamber of Commerce Allied Forces Camp. 

Soon Levi Garrison and others were spotted in the foreword of the Allied Forces, and they 

were quickly reported to the heads of the six major sects. 

“This gangster is really brave, how dare he take the initiative to die?” 

“This guy is too arrogant, right? Even the three of them dare to attack together, and they 

don’t take us seriously!” 

“In this case, let him improve his memory, everyone, line up to meet the enemy!” 

The allied forces of the Zijin Chamber of Commerce rushed out of the camp to set up a 

formation, quietly waiting for Levi Garrison and others to approach. 

Whoohoo! 

It wasn’t that the wind was blowing, and the sand was rolled up, but it disappeared 

inexplicably when it flew before Levi Garrison approached. 

“The gangster, you have cultivated wildly, and the elder of the Dark Flame Pavilion will teach 

you great tricks!” 

With a cold and stern voice, an old man with white hair and beard flashed to the front of the 

formation like a ghost. 



Everyone saw that the old man’s palms had three-color strange flames rising up. 

Due to the high temperature of the flame, the surrounding area was burned and folded and 

deformed. 

“The three chiefs of the Zhanhu Clan also want to learn some of Your Excellency’s great 

tricks.” 

As soon as the voice fell, a burly man like a small hill rushed to the front. 

The muscles of the strong man are knotted, showing a sense of explosive power, as if the 

power in the body has overflowed uncontrollably. 

Especially at the moment when the strong man gently waved his arm, there was a faint 

sound of tiger roaring. 

“The deputy head of Dayan Shengzhai is here, please enlighten me!” 

A seductive voice sounded, and because of this man’s slim figure and a black veil, he 

couldn’t see his true face of Mount Lu at all. 

His voice was simply seductive and seductive, but he couldn’t tell the difference between 

men and women, but there were two afterimages standing beside him. 

It is like a ghost in the world, making people tremble for no reason. 
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“The Eight Great Vajra Arhats of Longhu Temple, please give me some great tips.” 

The eight burly figures were like gods descending from the sky and landed on the 
ground, and they saw a golden light radiating around them. 

They were all wearing monk robes with their palms clasped together, and their bare 
heads were very clear and reflective under the sunlight, and they were even a little 
dazzling. 

“The Presbyterian Church of the Holy Seminary asks for advice.” 



These people look strange, not like ordinary human beings, even a little ferocious, and 
the breath on their bodies is also very strange. 

In particular, their eyes were blood red, which was daunting. 

“Master, the Vajra Arhats of Longhu Temple practice Vigorous Vajra magic, which 
belongs to the top-level pure-body cultivation method. It is said that if you cultivate to 
the highest level, you will be immortal, indestructible, and invincible.” 

“As for the Dark Flame Pavilion, they are majoring in fire-type exercises, and they are 
extremely powerful in controlling the fire element between heaven and earth, and the 
person in the lead can control multi-colored flames.” 

“The more colors of the flame, the stronger the burning ability.” 

“Dayan Shengzhai practice is extremely strange. It is said that it can use Taoism to 
mobilize the power of heaven and earth for its use, making opponents hard to guard 
against.” 

“Holy Seminary is an alien race I don’t know very well. The Zhanhu Clan has the 
bloodline of spirit beasts. It is said that the awakening of the bloodline at a certain age 
greatly increases the combat power.” 

“Tianyuan Sword Sect only knows that they are majoring in swordsmanship. It is said 
that the swordsmanship of the sect master has reached the state of perfection. 
Fortunately, he is not here today, otherwise it will be very difficult.” 

Gongsun Yueying explained to Levi Garrison as he walked. 

Murong Qingxue was quite envious. Her knowledge was far less than Gongsun 
Yueying’s. Under such circumstances, she couldn’t help her with her knowledge 
reserve. 

Levi Garrison said with a smile: “It’s okay, let them regret coming into this world next.” 

Before he finished speaking, Levi Garrison rushed out first, raised his left arm high, and 
the Thunder Slashing Sword suddenly slashed down. 

Clap! 

A dazzling silver light flashed, and the entire area was filled with terrifying flashes, and 
the violent sword light slashed directly at the elders of the Tianyuan Sword Sect. 

“Tianyuan Wufang Sword Formation!” 



The chief elder of Tianyuan Sword Sect shouted loudly, and the others understood and 
hurriedly ran the exercises. 

The sword qi suddenly gathered together to form a network of terrifying sword qi. As the 
arm waved, it slammed towards the sword gang cut out by Levi Garrison. 

Clang! 

The violent sound of Jin Ge symphony sounded. 

The originally fierce and terrifying sword net was suddenly cut in half, but the power of 
that dazzling sword gang remained undiminished. 

“Go back!” 

The chief elder of Tianyuan Sword Sect had an unprecedented premonition of crisis in 
his heart. 

The other elders dodged to the side one after another, but the speed of the sword was 
so fast that several elders were slashed while they were still in the air. 

puff! 

Dao Dao red light shone, and several Tianyuan Jianzong elders died on the spot. 

The power of the knife gang is still not reduced in the slightest, and it directly cuts a 
bottomless crack on the ground. 

The elites of the coalition forces in the rear also suffered countless casualties in an 
instant, and just one slash caused the Tianyuan Sword Sect, one of the six top sects, to 
suffer heavy casualties. 

“The gangster, don’t be mad, watch this seat burn you to ashes!” 

The chief elder of the Dark Flame Pavilion shouted loudly, and the three-color flame in 
his palm became stronger and stronger. 

As he ran the exercises quickly, two extremely terrifying fire wheels were formed in an 
instant. 

The blazing flames baked the surrounding area into wrinkles and deformed, and the 
power of the fire element was extremely pure, and then threw it to Levi Garrison. 

“Okay, since you are compared to flames, I will test you with the power of the fire 
element to convince you.” 



Levi Garrison said with a sneer. 

“Wow!” 

A high-pitched roar sounded. 

Then, without waiting for Levi Garrison to respond, Lei Kirin  took the lead. 

I saw it opened its bloody mouth, and a blazing flame shot out against the two fire 
wheels. 

laugh! 

The flames form beams of light, much like the special effects of a fire cannon in a 
movie. 

Boom boom boom! 

The flames from both sides collided in the void, making a deafening sound. 
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With a loud bang, everyone saw the blazing flame column directly swallowing the two 
fire wheels. 

With the crackling sound of burning explosions, the blazing fire pillar continued to blast 
towards the chief elder of the Dark Flame Pavilion. 

“not good!” 

The chief elder’s face changed greatly, and he almost instinctively dodged to the side. 

However, the speed of the blazing light beam released by Lei Kirin  was too fast, and 
the right arm was hit by the fire column. 

“what!” 

The chief elder screamed, and a piercing pain instantly hit his body. 

Looking at the elder’s right arm, it was all burned to coke. Due to the high temperature, 
the blood of the incomplete part of the body was instantly evaporated to dryness. 

“Wow!” 



Lei Kirin  shouted at Levi Garrison proudly, as if showing off his talent. 

Then he looked at the chief elder of the Dark Flame Pavilion, who was also looking back 
at the same time. 

At the moment when the eyes of the two sides met, the chief elder clearly saw the 
teasing and contempt in Lei Kirin ‘s eyes. 

“Damn bastard!” 

The chief elder cursed aloud. He was the dignified elder of the Dark Flame Pavilion, and 
was highly respected in the sect. At this moment, he was despised by a spirit beast? 

“This seat is going to be slaughtered…” 

Before the last word ‘you’ was spoken by the chief elder, he felt a cold light appear in 
front of him, and then he fell into the boundless darkness. 

Pfft! 

The chief elder fell heavily to the ground, and Levi Garrison cut through the Dragon 
Burial Sword and killed him directly. 

“Everyone be careful, this is a king-level spirit beast, don’t fight it hard.” 

There are strong voices in the coalition. 

As a result, many of the coalition forces shifted their targets to Murong Qingxue and 
Gongsun Yueying. 

Pick soft persimmons! 

However, this time, the powerful coalition forces thought wrong again. The quasi-magic 
soldiers in the hands of Murong Qingxue and the two women flew up and down, and 
their combat effectiveness was more than ten times higher than usual. 

Under the blessing of the quasi-magic soldiers, the two women were invincible. 

Of course, the top powerhouses of those sects will still put pressure on them, but it’s not 
a problem to reach the level of self-protection. 

“Longhu Temple Vajra Arhat, I heard that you are pure body cultivation?” 

Levi Garrison asked playfully. 



A burly monk in the lead put his palms together and said solemnly: “The power of the 
gods in the hands of the donor is unparalleled, I am afraid that Lao Na’s body protection 
magic will not benefit.” 

“If you want Lao Tzu to fight you empty-handed, just say it straight, it’s not happy at all 
to beat around the bush.” 

Levi Garrison said with a sneer: “But since I’ve said it all for the sake of it, then I will 
meet your requirements and only test my fists with you.” 

Levi Garrison handed the buried dragon to his left hand, then ran the basic exercises, 
aiming at the chest of King Kong of the Dragon Tiger Temple with a heavy punch. 

“Good come!” 

King Kong of the Dragon Tiger Temple was also very surprised. He never thought that 
Levi Garrison was so particular about giving up the advantage of the magic weapon. 

“Others use their strengths and circumvent weaknesses in life-and-death confrontations, 
but this guy actually does the opposite, then let you taste the power of Lao Na’s golden 
body protection magic.” 

Dragon Tiger Temple King Kong also throws a punch, intending to confront Levi 
Garrison head-on. 

Bang! 

The fist styles of the two sides took the lead in meeting one place in the void. 

Then the fists slammed into each other head-on. 

Clap! 

The two sides were in a stalemate for a few tenths of a second, and the sound of bones 
shattering came from the void. 

The face of the Dragon Tiger Temple Vajra Arhat suddenly changed, and he found that 
his right arm was shattering at a speed visible to the naked eye, spreading to his 
shoulders in an instant. 

puff! 

A blood mist exploded, and the entire right arm of King Kong Arhat was shattered. 

“what!” 



The bone-piercing pain struck instantly, and the Dragon Tiger Temple Vajra Arhat 
looked at the scene in front of him incredulously. 

Was his proud Vajra body protection magic actually broken by one punch? 

You must know that even if a quasi-magic soldier slashes on his arm, he can only cut a 
shallow white mark at most. 

The bandit actually injured himself so badly with his flesh and blood? 

 


